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Considering he growing numerical

Irripcfrta5ce of H spanics. in the United
States, . the FYI panic experience of
criminal justice is a neglected topic.
Hispanics are f nd In large numbers
among both offe ders and victims who
come into cont ct with the criminal
justice sYstem. A 1974 survey of the 190
State correctiona facilities In the United.
States revealed t at 17 percent of the In-
matePopulation s comprised, of blacks
and 7 percent of Hispanics. Among In-
mates, blacks were overrepresented by a
facto four and had a greater probabili-
ty of bein indarcerated than whites.(,1) in
addition, recent Hispanic Research
Center ( C).study shovied that Hispanic
prison commitments in.New' York State
are increasing relative to those of blacks.
Using data on inniates in New York State
correctional facilities, Sissons showed
that the permintage of Puerto Rican com-
mitments to New York.prlsons steadily In:
creased during the decade of the seven-
ties. From 1971 to 1977, new commit-
ments rose by 51 percent for male whites,
by 77 percent for male blacks, and by 145
percent for 'hale Puerto Ricans.(2) Thus,
the official date Available seem to .1n-
dicate a greateroverrepresentatIon of im-

may also indicate a' pattern of increasing
commitments among Hispanic groups.
Overall, the:Hispanic share of arrest and
prison commitments places them closer
to blacks than to whites.

While these,figures suggest substan-
Alai involvement. of Hispanics in crime,
corroborative information from *other of-
ficial or survey data has not been
available: This lack' of information on
Hispanic crime stands in sharp contrast
to the massive body of data which has ac-
cumulated over the past two decades*
comparing black and White arrest rates(3),
and self-reported offenses(4). In our
review of this data, we found only two
references to Hispanic. crime rates. .A
New York Times article reported that In
New York City where the 1970 popuia- ,

tion was-.20 percent black, 20 percent
Hispanic, and 60 percent white 63 per-
cent of persons arrested for violent
crimes in 1971 were black, 15 percent
were Hispanic, and 22. percent were
imhite.(5) The data indicated ..that
Hispanics were arrested for robberies,

in, proportion to their percentages inithel
felonious assaults, and rape more or

population, but were arrested for
homicide in over-proportion to their

prisoned blackfr than of Hispanics,. and numbers in the poPulation. The study is
4



Ilthited by its exclusion of other offense cents in situations of_ high delinquency
types and by The sketchiness of the risk (see articles by Edelman, and Ander-
published data. In Criminal Violence,-, son and Rodriguez in this issue). We close

.Clikilinel Justice, Charles Silbermari .-,the paper with a discuseion of conceptual
repoffs- differences between black, White-rend redearch considerations suggested
and Mexican American .arrests inSan.Thy our findings:
Diego in the 1970's,. based on data sup- When examining group differences
plied by that city's Police Department. In !arrest rates, it is vital to keep in mind
The data OIL:mad that blacks were ar-...tWat offiCial arrest statistics 'represent a
rested.,,between three and seven -times
more often than Mexican Ameridans,
depending on the type of offerfse.(.6)7he

two`between the tw group,was
especially high in violent )5,fterses; and
lower With respect to burglaryand theft.

This paper addresses the lack of in-
formation 'about Hispanic mime by ex-
amining differences in crime rates among
Hispanics, blacks and whites In New York
City. New. York City is an appropriate
focus for an examination of HisOnic'
crime patterns. The city has traditionally
been an entry point for immigrants from
all over the world. This pattern still holds
true for-Hispanics today. New York City
has not only one of the highest coccib3 tra-
lions of Hispanics in the United States,
but also one of the most diversifie#.(7)

.One borough,Queerie, has large-concen-.
vtrations of Hispanics from South Atherica

Alpd the Caribbean, especially Colombia
'bed the Dominican Republic. The Bronx
has the largest concentration of

-:7,Hispanics in the city (one-third), and also
the largest proportion of Puerto Ricans.
Two other boroughs, BrOoklyn and
Manhattan, also have large numbers of
Hispanic residents, mostly from the
Dominican Republic and Puerto, Rico.
Although New York is just one of the
many .North American cities with large
numbers of Hispanic, residents, informa-
tion regarding crime rates in this city is
important because of the diversity and
size of New York City's Hispanic com-
munity. -

We report two analyses of New. York.
City crime data, based on crime statistics
supplied by the New York City Police
Department and on New York City popula-
tion data from the -1980 Census.(8) The
first analysis examines adolescent and
adult crime.. rates among Hispanics,
blacks and whites in each of four New
York City boroughs (Staten Island is ex-
cluded because,- of Its small Hispanic
population). This analysis proitides a
broad picture of differences in crime pat-
terns among three major ethnic groups in
Nair York City. The second analysis
focuses on delinquency rates in the
Bronx, comparing rates among police
precincts differing in ethnic composition
and socioeconomic status. This analysis
reflects the HRC's interest in the prob-
lems of Hispanics in the SoOth Bronx --
New York's area of greatest Puerto Rican
concentration and the poorest Congres-
sional District in the United Stites. Our
analysis of delinquency rates in Bronx
precincts thus provides background. to a
HRC research initiative on factors
associated with delinquency and its
avoidance among Puerto Rican adoles-
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complex chain of interactions involving
perceptions by .victims, perpetrators,
police, and the community in.general. For
various reasons, victims and wiinesses
may be reluctant to report crimes. Police
may exercise discretion in recording a
crime or arresting a person. Thus, in ex-
amining the data presented here the
reader should be aware that 4.inknown
biases may operate in' the way offenses
are assigned to individuals of different
ethnic, agegender, or other groups.The
question of how accurately official crime
statistics represirt underlying criminal
behavior has been the subject of intense
debate in criminology.(9) However, our fin-
dings agree with previous research (10)
which concludes that reporting and en-
forcement bra es do not substantially
alter interethnia crime differences shown
by official arrest statistics.

Crime Patterns in New York' City
,

Hispanics are one of the lowest in-
come groups in New York City, and are
close to or exceed blacks in other in-
dicators of deprivation and, social distress.
While mdre recent income data are not yet
available, iri the mid-1970's 64 percent 'of
the Hispanic population in New York City
was estimated to be at or below the poverty
level, while 56 percent of blacks,and 27 per-
cent of vatices were below the poverty.
level.(11) Hispanics were also more likely to
be on public assistance, w,ith 74 percent of
the eligible Hispanics In New York City
receiving such assistance in 1975. The cor-
responding percentages for blacks and
whites were 65 and '35 percent, respectively.
Recent data on single parent hciuseholds
indicate that the situation of all ethnic
groups has worsened. In 1970, 35 percent of
Hispanic families, 41 percent of black
families and 13 percent of white families
were headed by'a single fethale (12),while
in 1980, 38 percent of Hispanic families, 44
percent of black families and 16 ppm rjkagt.
white families were headed by a sidgld
female(13). It can be readily seen, that
Hispanics as a group are among trifilmost
economically and socially disadvantaged in
New York City. These Interethnic dif-
ferences in economic status aresurprising
when we examine ethnic crime patterns in
New York City, whicI show that Hispanics

..,

lation was black. 20 percent Hldpanic,
and 60 percent white 63, percent of
those arrested for violent crimes,,,in 1971 /
were black, 15 percent Hispanlc;-and 22/
percent white. In 1980, when the NewYork
City population. was 28 pertent black; 22
percept Hispanic, and 52 percent white
59 rcent of those arrested for,' violerit
crimes were black, 23 percent were
Hispanic, and 18 percent were white.
Blacks had trill highest percentage-of ar-
reSts in 'both 1971

an
1980; For

Hispanics there was an increase in both
population and percentage of arrests and
for, whites a decrease in both population
and percentage "of:arrests. In New YorkiCi-
ty in' 1980, for every 1000 Hispanic in-
dividUals over the,age of 18, .18 were ar-
restectand charged with a Part 1 offense.
(As defined by the Federal Bureau of in-
vestigation, Part 1 offenses are murder,
rape, assault, robbery, burglary, theft,
auto theft, and arson). The corresponding
rates among wliites. and blacks were 4
and 29 per 1000, respectively. it can be
noted that Hispanics' are. approximately
half as likely as blacks arrested for ;
sdrious offense and fourlithes more likely /
to be arrested than whitesrus Hispanic/
adult crime rates are close*, magnitude
to black than white rates4.xpressed aS
rates per 1000, population orivr the age of
18, the rates,areas follows!; 7°

Hispanics Blacks Whites
Four boroaghi 17.7 '28.8 -4/
Manhattan 23.0 .58.4 6.0

Brooklyn 16.5 22.4 3.5

Queelis 10.0 21/ 3.1

Bronx 18.7 21.4 5.0
The distribution by types of offense

among these groups-Indicates a similar
pattern. For )example, the city-wide
Hispanic rate for violent offenses was 7
per 1000,, while the black rate was j2 per
1000, and the white rate ,was 2 per 1000..

The Hispanic rate for property offenses
was 11 per 1000, while the black and-
white rates were 17 and 2 per 1000,

.respectively..lt is interesting to notelhat, ',
while whites have the lowest .rates and
blacks have the highest, ,each group has
similar proportions of arrests for vioient,
offenses '- approximately two-fifths of.
all arrests. The pattern Is similar in all
bor2ughs, with Queens having the lowest
rates for all ethnic groups, and Manhattan
the highest rates for all groups except

rt.Ftlapa cs. '`The high &rest .rates? in
Manhat an may indicate arrests of pedple
residin in other boroughtl'Arralgnment
data supplied by New York City's Criminal
Justice Agency ( which. Interviews
Criminal Court defendrnts. td. determine
qualification for release on recognizance)
show that 34 percent of defendants ar-

are arrested roughly in proportion to their reigned in Manhattan Criminal Court
numbers in the population while blacks are' reside in othir boroughs or outside New

arrested in over-proportion and whites in York City; Queens has an even higher pro-

under-proportion to their numbers iR the portion. of out7of-borough defendants,
population. We first exam' e adultArime while the other boroughs have.fewer than

rates and then delinquen tes. 20 percent out-of-borough defendants.(14)
We noted above that New York Ci- Delinquency rates among the three

ty in 1970 `When 20 percent of the popu- . ethnic gouPs show a slightly different
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pattern than that, found ,in adult. crime
rates. In New York City, for every 1000
Hispanics-under the age of 18, 26 wen:1'er-
rested and charged with a Part 1 offense.
The corresponding rates among white
and black youth were 17 and 55 per 1000,
respectively. Hispanic youtlit are halt as
likely as black youth and one and a half
times more likely to be arrested than
white youth. Thus, In contrast to adult
crime patterns, Hispanic delinquency
rates are closer in magnitude ti:i white
lhan tb black rates. Expressed as ,rates
per 1000 population ages 10 to 17, the ar-
rest rates are as follows:

Hispanics Blacks
Four boroughs 26.2 54.6

Manhattan 26.7 80.4

Brooklyn 27.7 59,2

Queens 20.1 42.5

Bronx 26.9 41.1

adults, Hispanic rates are closer in
magnitude to blacks' than whites'AVid all
ethnic groups have a similar .pattern of
violent offenses. Among adolescents,
Hispanic rates are closer in magnitude to
whites' than blacks', and Hispanics have
a higher proportion of violent ,Offenses
than whites, but a lower proportion than'
blacks. These overall differences suggest
that minority youth, especially Hispanics,
may be less likely to mature out of delin-
quency than whites. This may be seen by
comparing the ratios of delinquency- to
adult crime rates among each ethnic
group. Among Hispanics in the four

Whites boroughs, delinquency -rates are 70 per-
17.3 cent of adult crime rates. The corres-
13.9 ponding proportions among blacks and
15.2 whites are 52 percent and 24 percent,
22.8 respectively. Thus, while Hispanic 'crime
17.8 -rates re lower than blacks' and higher

The distribution by types of offense
among these groups indicates that
whites and Hispanics also have a similar
pattern and one different rcim that of
blacks. An examination of differences in
specific offenses showed that Hispanics
and white youth have fewer violent of-
fenses than blacks, mainly due to the
high' robbery rates for the latter. His-
panics are mote likely than whites, and
less likely than blacks to be arrested fpr
robbery and theft, but their rates for these
offenses are significantly closer to
whites' than blacks'. Thus, the data show
that fot specific offenses, Hispapic youth
are more likely than whites, but less likely
than blacks, to.engage in crime.

In all but Queens, where the white ar-
rest rate is slightly higher than Hispan-
ics', the pattern of crime by ethnicity men-
tioned above persists. The lower crime
rate of Hispanics in Queens may reflect
the ecOnornic situation of the Hispanics,
in this borough; the most' ffluent in New
York City. Queens has the highest percen-
tage of nonPuOrto Rican and middle-
clas.s Hispanics, and Hispanics whose
migration experience has been different
from that of Puerto Ricans. Hispanics in
Queens are primarily South American or

-Dominican, as opposed to those in the
other bbroughs, who are mostly Puerto
Rican. Hispanic arrest rates for property
clime in Queens in all categories
(burglary, theft, auto theft and arson) are
lower than those of whites. These rates
are aiso lower than those of blacks in all
property crime categories except auto
theft. Interestingly, white youth in Queens
have the highest &crest rates . of all
boroughs, while blacks In Queens and the
Bronx have the lowest rates of all
boroughs. However, the high rates among
white youth- In Queens may be due to ar-
rests of residents from suburbs" east of
Queens. The Criminal Justice Agency
cited above shows that one-third of
OUeens defendants lived outside New
York City's boroughs.

In summary, we find Hispanic, crime
rates to be higher than whites' b(it lower
than blacks', both overall and with
respect to specific offenses. Al'---'

than hites', Hispanic yobth appear the
iesst likely to mature out of delinquency.

Having examined city-wide crime
patterns among New York City's ethntc
groups, we now turn to a detailed ex-
amination of delinquency patterns among
Bronx police precincts differing in ethnici-
ty and socioeconomic status.

Delinquency Patterns In the Bronx

The Bronx does not live up to the
stereotype that is presented to us by the

media: There are areas of the Bronx, such
as the South Bronx, that rank among the,
highest in terms of urban decay. However:
other areas of the Bronx are as stable and
undecayed as may be found In any urban..
area.

The New York 'City Police Depart
ment diVides the Bronx into 11 commands
or precincts. Six of these precincts cover
the South Bronx, located in the borough's
southwestern quadrant. In , these six
precincts the poverty rate is among the
highest in the nation, ranging from 34 per-
cent of all households in. one precinct to
45 percent in the poorest. The area has
one of fhe highest housing losses In the
city. For example, during the 1970's one
precinct lost 54 percent of the available
housing units to either abandonment or
arson.(15) The remaining five precincts of
the Bronx cover areas that.are dramatical-
ly different from the South Bronx. These
areas have-higher proportions of working
and middle-income families..

Our analysis of 1981-Bronx precinct
data indicates that South Bronx residents
are exposed to greater risks of victimiza-
tion than other Bronx residnts. The data
also suggest that Hispanic youth in the
South Bronx have greater delinquent in-
volvement than Hispanic youth in other
Bronx areas. This may be seen from the

,following precinct breakdowns:

Anestees
Crime Older 16

complaints per 1000
'per 1000 population

poppistion ages 10-.15

South Bronx
Precincts

Precinct Population:

Percent c. Percent Perqent
White

Hispanic Black & Other

40 175 33.6 61 33

41 297 42.1 73 26 1

42 414* 19.9 34 . 63 3

44 194 32.6 43 t 48 9

46 178 29.0 47 42 11

48 165. 43.6 47 32 21

North and
East 'Bronx
PrecIncth
43 108 20.8 37 41

45 101 13.2 9 78

47 113 . 18.1 16 31 47

50 127 19.2 15 9 76

52 195 35.1 33 . 110. 57

Bronx-wide 151 26.4 33 34

Since the data refer to total precinct
arrests,.theY do not clearly indicate, but
merely suggest differences in delinquen-
cy rates among the precincts' ethnic
groups. It may be seen that all South
Bronx precincts have crime complaint
rates higher than the Bronx average of
151,per 1000, while only one prec nct out-
side the South Bronx has a hi er than
average complaint rite. It show d, be add-
ed that these data Ufiderestimate actual
crime levels, since the majority of crimes
are not reported to the police.

4

Juvehile arrests in New YOrk are not
as clearly indicative of crime as the crime

=complaint rate; as may be seen by the
fact' that the 42nd Precinct has the
highest complaint .rate 'in the - Bronx,. but
juvenile arrests below the Bronx average.
On the other hand, the 52nd Precinct, with
half the' crime rate of the 42nd, his double
the formera.luvenile arrest rate. We
speculate, that, the, local Juvenile arrests
may be infliienced lwarying local pres-
sures to deal .with youth crime find by*
precinct-level decisions about . which



,'-types of crime atiotild receive the most at;
.

tention. The'!' two majority Hispanic
precincts in the-Bronx, the 40th anciathe
41st, are intetetting in that both have-
higher than Brolit-wide crime cOmplaint
and juvenile arrest rates. The 41st, the
precinct with the highest percentage; of
Hispanics In the Bronx, has the next to
highest crime complaint and juvenilear;
rest rates. From the viewpoint of inority
crime patterns the crime r in the
relatively affluent precinc
South Bronx are just as
of these precincts, the
.are for the most part b
but have crime cornpi
rest rates below the
other hand, the- 52nd
white, but his cri
juvenile arrest rates' ab9
mean. Thus, the data suggest,
ty delinquency is concentrat
areas where low income, unemP
and other aspects of deprivation- ce,
adolescents in situations of hi ;._delin-

quency risk.

two major differences between Hispanic 4.
and black delinquency rates (the second
being theft).

Another critical question raised by
our research concerns the extent:of dif-
ferences in crime among: different
Hispanic groups. We believe that a com-
parative -study of 'crime rates among the
various, Hispanic groups is as necessary
as comparisons between Hispanics and
other ethnic groups. Minority grobps

side' the possess different traditions and occupy
Two different yet disadvantaged niches in the

47th, socioeconomic'. structure of the United
anic, States. it is necessary to undeistand the

Ile ar- problems specific to: each group, their
the causes, and the specific 'policy
stlY rangements Which could amello'ratesuch

nd problems. Along :these ilhes, the crime
nx and criminal justice experiences of
ri- minorities in the Unitedatates should be -

se- examined comparatively, so that one 1975.
nt, group's experiences can help us to better

Chambliss, W. and Nagasawa; R.
On the Validity.of Official Statistics:A

, Comparative Study of White, BlaCk,
and Japanese High School Boys.
Journal of Research in Crime, and.
Delinquency 6:71-77, 1969. .

Elliott, D.S.
The Group Context of beligquent
Behavior. Social Problems 19:114-129,
1972.

D.S. and Voss, H.L
Delinquency and Dropout. Toronto:
D.C. Heath, 1974.

Gold, M. and Reimer, D.
Changing Patterns of DelinCuent
Behavior 'among Americans 13
-through 16 Years Old. Crime and
Delinquency Literature 7:483-51T,

Conclusions ,

Our research indicates tha panic-
crime patterns are different fro e of
other ethnic tgroups: Hispanica have
lower than expected crime rats, given
their socioeconomic .level. Hispanic
adolescents appear to have a pattern of
offenses'closer to that of whites than of
blacks, while Hispanic adults have a
crime pattern closer to that of blacks than
of whites. At the same time, Hispanic
juvenile crime is more similar to that of
blacks than whites with respect to matur-
ing opt of delinquency: both minority
groups have a higher ratio of juvenile to
adult crime rates than whites. Finally, the
South Bronx, an area of high Puerto Rican
concentration and one of the poorest
areas in New York City has higher, than
average juvenile crime rates.

Our findings raise Important
research and conceptual questions. An
intriguing question is why Hispanics, with
socioeconomic levels similar to those of
lacks, should have lower crime rates.
hile bl ks, Hispanics, and other

minority gro s have in common Poverty,
discriminati , and other cr ogenic
factors, each group has a tilt feRRit migra-

i tion history and belongs to a different
subculture. It thus becomes Interesting to
see how common poverty and discrimina-
Win and different subcultural experiences
combine to form unique crime patterns in-
each group.

A critical question concerns the ex-
tent to Which thesedate represent actual
offense rates among ethnic groups, and
the extent to which they represent 0-*
ferential processing decisions on the part

enforcem= t and court officers. It
be that Hi anics commit far more
ses t he data show, but are

ently treated than blacks by
ourt officials. We tend to dis-

planation, at least with
respect to robbery rates, which is one of

of I
ma
of fe
more
police and
count this

understand another's. - le,./.

. This paper has attempted to .add to
our -knowledge of.. Hispanic crime pt ex-
amining differences in arrestrates among
Hitpanics, blacks, and,,,,,whil in. ..New.
York City. With this informatio , we hope
to encourage considerations of : the
significance of Hispanic crime into .

criminal justice, policy, discussions: We
also hope thatihe kinds of comparative
analysis presented here will encourage
additional collection and reporting of
criminal justice data,about Hispanics and
other minorities; '
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